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Editor’s note

T

he past few
months have
been extra
busy here
at Eco Children as
we scrambled to
put together our
biggest publication
yet, in celebration of
50th Anniversary of
the Klaserie Private
Nature (KPNR). It was
challenging but so
rewarding to get to
spend so much time
with you, our members and legends, and we wanted to
take the time to thank you personally for all the wonderful
contributions you made to the magazine.
Everyone’s stories, knowledge, and photos helped us to
put together something we can all be incredibly proud of.
So, from the bottom of our hearts, thank you!
The spring edition of the Klaserie Chronicle has undergone
a bit of a metamorphosis, and even though it’s a tad small-
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er than the anniversary edition, it is a stunning publication
filled with awesome stories and photographic gems from
within the reserve. Please do not stop sending us your
contributions. Whether it’s an unforgettable sighting,
interesting new research or developments in the reserve,
or a tale from the past – we want them all and we want to
keep making a magazine that everyone looks forward to
each quarter.
Last, but not least, we have launched a Facebook page for
the Klaserie Chronicle. Here you’ll be able to easily access
articles in the magazine and get to see some behind-thescenes action.
Thank you once again for your support and we look forward to continuing receiving your stories!

CEO Eco Children

KLASERIE Meet the team
CHRONICLE
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The Klaserie Chronicle is published quarterly by Eco Children and
distributed to KPNR members, as well as Eco Children donors,
partners, advertisers and the broader Hoedspruit community.
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We look forward to hearing from you!
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things done quickly.
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Cecilia is originally from Pretoria
and has a degree in Visual
Communication. This talented
designer has a keen eye for all
things beautiful and sees the
details no-one else does to
produce a beautiful publication.
She is in pursuit of perfection.

Thank You
Eco Children would like to thank
all our sponsors, donors and
supporters for your continued
backing. Your contributions,
however big or small are
invaluable in our mission to sow
seeds of change.
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Klaserie celebrates
50 YEARS OF CONSERVATION
Words Deon Huysamer | Photos Richard White, Black Rock Productions

T

he AGM this year was a special occasion
where we celebrated the 50th anniversary
of the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
(KPNR). Mary Crookes wrote in her beautiful
piece, The Land of Serendip: “No other description
could fit this our special bit of Eden. It has some
special mysterious magic which captures and holds
one forever. It is a land of mystery and unexpected
surprises.”
The celebratory lunch took place at the old historic
AGM site in perfect weather, with beautifully
decorated tables and approximately 250 people
attending. The scene was set for something special
to happen. We were entertained with an excellent
address by David Crookes, owner of Kent and a
former chairman of the reserve. As a representative
of one of the pioneer families he shared with us some
of the old days’ stories and also his observation of
how the reserve has evolved over the years to what it
is today. Chris van der Sande, the current chairman of
the KPNR shared with us his observations about the
current state of the reserve, some of the challenges
we are facing and why the reserve has such a special
place in his heart.
In 1955, the Kruger National Park decided to fence
the western boundary of the park as a measure to
prevent the future spread of foot and mouth disease.
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Dr Salomon Joubert,
former CEO of SANParks
shared with us the reason
for the decision in those
days, provided us with
some insight into the
history of Kruger Park and
also why it was decided
to take down the fences
on 7 July 1993. He was
a fascinating speaker
and demonstrated deep
insight and understanding
into the reasons why the
Kruger National Park is
such a sacred place, and
also the challenges it
faces going forward.

Old acquaintances were
renewed, new friendships
formed, and many old
stories were shared.
Indeed, a special event
where we said thank you,
celebrated and honoured
the pioneers who made
this possible. A big thank
you to all our sponsors
and everyone involved in
the event. A very special
thank you to Derek
Macaskill who donated
his time, experience and
passion for the Klaserie to
coordinate the AGM 50th
Anniversary Luncheon.

The guests were
entertained with excellent
food prepared by the
Greater Kruger Hotel
School and wine from the
Kyburg Estate donated by
Fred Ruest, a member of
the reserve.

To conclude, Mary
Crookes wrote about
Man: “God will not ask
thee by race, nor by birth.
All that He will ask of thee,
What has thou done with
the land I gave thee?”
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Introducing
David
Crookes:
Former KPNR Chairman and member of

T

one of Klaserie’s pioneer families
Words Chloë Cooper

o celebrate the 50th AGM of the Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve was to celebrate a golden
milestone, and the events of the 6th July this year
reflected just what a special occasion it was.
Gathered at the same site as the very first AGM on Dover,
nostalgia filled the air, and it was only fitting that the guest
speaker carried not only a lifetime of personal memories
in the reserve, but held the position of chairman for a
number of years.
David Crookes – grandson of one of Klaserie’s first
land owners, John (JJ) Crookes – first visited the reserve
almost 70 years ago and was raised with Klaserie as his
playground. He raised his own children on the same
farm at Matamani, and is now seeing his grandchildren
grow up in the same environment he explored as a child.
Like a number of members who descend from Klaserie’s
pioneers, introducing new family members to this expanse
of wilderness is an honour we get to enjoy thanks to the
considerate conservationists who have managed and
protected it.
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David has seen the reserve through all its phases, and
stood at the helm during his tenure as chairman. This
unique involvement with the running of Klaserie makes him
a custodian of its history and a valued speaker at this year’s
AGM. David and his brother Alan were in attendance, as well
as other members of the original Crookes family who are
integrally involved in the conservation and representation
of the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve today.
Listening to David address the audience at Dover on the day
of the 50th AGM was a perfectly apt, entertaining, and fondly
appreciated occasion that will certainly be remembered in
years to come. David shared with us his earliest memories
of Klaserie and Northampton Camp, the development of
Matamani, the proclamation of the reserve, and its journey
along an evolutionary course. His unique perspective on
the Klaserie was one of the highlights of the day.
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Dr Salomon Joubert
The authority on Kruger National Park history
Words Chloë Cooper and Dr Salomon Joubert
Dr Salomon Joubert wrote three highly acclaimed volumes on
the Kruger National Park (KNP) history and stood at the helm
as the park’s Executive Director for seven fondly remembered
years. It was during his time as warden that the KNP made the
historic move to remove its western boundary fence and unite
with the Klaserie and its Associated Private Nature Reserves in
1993, incorporating thousands more hectares into a greater
conservation ecosystem. Prior to his leadership position, Dr
Joubert spent his earliest years as junior ranger for the Kruger
before moving being promoted to head of research in 1976,
once he was recognised for his invaluable studies on the
population ecology of roan antelope. Ultimately, Dr Joubert’s
research and recordings on large mammals would form an
invaluable contribution to the development of a Geographical
Information System, giving his work ongoing significance today.
Dr Joubert is an exceptionally well-researched and seasoned
writer, and his contributions to the Klaserie Chronicle are an
esteemed part of each publication

A

t the 50th AGM, Dr Joubert was invited to
address the congregation of Klaserie members
and associates to say a few words based on
his abundant experience and expertise in
conservation management in the Greater Kruger area. He
was there in 1993 when the Klaserie dropped its fences
and he attended as a guest of honour and valued speaker
at the AGM 26 years later. On the day, Dr Joubert spoke
expertly from the heart, so instead of having a speech
to publish, we've extracted snippets from a written
contribution on the fascinating history of the KNP and
development of the Klaserie over the years.

1890's
In spite of trials and tribulations in the 1890s, Paul Kruger
lent a sympathetic ear to calls for the conservation of
the wildlife of the Lowveld and, amidst political pressure,
proclaimed the Sabi Game Reserve between the Crocodile
and Sabie rivers.
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1954
In 1949, the Sabi Sand Wildtuin was registered as a
private nature reserve. This was followed in 1954 by the
Timbavati Private Nature Reserve and spearheaded what
was to become the Golden Era of private conservation
developments in the Lowveld.

1972
In 1972, the KPNR was formally registered as a
private nature reserve under the Transvaal Provincial
Administration. The share-blocks and private landowners
between the Timbavati and Klaserie were later to
consolidate their land into the Umbabat Private Nature
Reserve. The consolidation of the wildlife conservation
land into properly managed reserves represented a
major achievement. However, the ideal of establishing
an integrated conservation block together with the KNP
continued to linger on.

1993
In July 1993, the dismantling of the western boundary
fence was celebrated at the Hans Hoheisen Research
Station. At last, the KNP formed one integrated
conservation unit with adjoining private nature reserves!

Danie Hough, Administrator of the Transvaal,
cutting the fence between APNR and KNP in
1993.

1902
During the Anglo-Boer War, the Sabi Reserve inevitably
lay dormant but soon after the war, Major James
Stevenson-Hamilton was appointed its first warden. At
the time of his appointment in 1902, the very concept of
nature conservation was totally alien.

1916
The Transvaal Provincial Authority, under whose
jurisdiction the reserve fell, appointed a Game Reserves
Commission under the chairmanship of Adv Joe Ludorf
in 1916, to report on the two reserves. The Commission
produced its report in 1918 and recommended, for
the first time in writing, that consideration be given to
national park status for the reserves. However, nothing
came of the report.

1926
On 31 May 1926, the National Park Act was promulgated
under the able and enthusiastic guidance of Senator
Piet Grobler and the Kruger National Park (KNP) formally
proclaimed. ~ Dr Salomon Joubert

1950's
IWhen, during the 1950’s, the possibility of a western
boundary fence of the KNP became a reality, both the
Sabi Sand and Timbavati reserves submitted serious
pleas for inclusion in the greater conservation area. This
led to a series of meetings with submissions made by all
the interested parties. Despite this, the fence was erected
on the western boundary of the KNP in 1962, excluding
the private nature reserves. ~ Dr Salomon Joubert

Salomon Joubert (left), Executive Director of the Kruger National Park, addresses guests before the fence cutting.
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Ashleighmemories
Macaskill’s
of Matamani
Words Ashleigh Macaskill (nee Crookes)

We’ve done a considerable amount of looking back over the past few months and have uncovered
a treasure trove of faded photos and triggered memories in just about everyone. Families have
dug up old gems and we’ve had the opportunity to reminisce with nostalgia on the simple old days
when coming to the bush meant weeks of school holidays without devices and wi-fi connection.
Many members still operate this way – using the time to disconnect entirely – while others have
created bush escapes with the mod-cons we’ve come to appreciate. What we all have in common
are our Klaserie memories, some sepia, some in colour, all sentimental.
In this issue, Ashleigh Macaskill is giving us a glimpse at a Crookes family farm, way back when.
Enjoy these classic old photos and Ashleigh’s memories associated with each one. We are sure
many readers will find they recognise these scenes from their own family farms and get as much
amusement and joy out of seeing them as we have.

Matamani Gate from Kent side

First toilet

First camp toilet
The first toilet at our Kent camp was a corrugated-iron,
stand-alone long-drop, which was positioned way back
from the rondavels. Nancy Crookes (my grandmother)
is pictured standing in the doorway of the lavatory
while holding her nose after just having emptied the
bedroom pot. After some years, it was upgraded to a
flush toilet, and a bathroom and donkey boiler area
were added.

Kitchen

First camp kitchen
Our original kitchen was also a corrugatediron building, featured in this early photo of my
grandmother, Nancy, and our chef and waiter sitting
outside. Later on, the kitchen was upgraded to a brick
building, which went up between the main building
where the lounge and dining room was, and the new
ablutions.

Ashleigh and her bicycle
I’ve also included a photo of myself and my bicycle
in Johanne’s camp (Johanne was our camp guard at
the time). Sean (my brother), and I used to have such
fun on our bicycles, trying to be brave by riding about
20m out of the gate before racing back to camp. Each
time we would try extending the distance out the gate
by a few metres, and now there is the 40km Klaserie
Traverse in the reserve!

Me in Johannes's Camp

Matamani gate
There are a couple of photos of us stopping at the
Matamani gate where we entered and exited our farm
on Kent from the neighbouring Gioia property. Our
gate guard for many years, Vadhoek, had a basic hut
right at the gate, which is also visible in the photo, with
us and our blue station wagon getting ready to leave
the farm. The sign that was up at the gate is still on
display at Matamani today.
012 Spring 2019

Matamani Gate
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Riding
Wild
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LEGENDS

O

n 5 July this year, to
commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve (KPNR)
Annual General Meeting (AGM), an
exclusive mountain biking event took
place within the Big Five boundaries of
the reserve. The Klaserie Traverse – a
unique mountain bike adventure and the
first of its kind in the KPNR, was offered
exclusively to members of the reserve
and their guests and after months of
preparation everyone was ready to ride!

THE INAUGURAL KLASERIE
TRAVERSE

Words Chloë Cooper | Photos Richard White, Black Rock Productions

Mountain biking for conservation
31 Cyclists took part and, excited by the prospect of
cycling through a wild and beautiful landscape and
encountering and observing its animal inhabitants,
they took on the 40km route with enthusiasm. The
inaugural bike tour not only offered members the unique
opportunity to see and experience the reserve from a
different perspective, it also raised much-needed funds
for the Klaserie’s Save the Rhino Fund and Eco Children.
The R3,000 entry fee generated profits that were injected
into these vital and innovative conservation projects,
making this mountain bike tour not only a privilege to
participate in, but an important part of supporting the
effective management of the reserve.
The route was planned by Derek Macaskill and Gijs
Rinsma with the assistance of Colin Rowles, and it
incorporated scenic meanders, technical challenges, and
endurance-testing time in the saddle. Derek explains how
the idea for the Klaserie Traverse was born: “I have always
believed that there was a way to showcase the natural
assets and beauty of the KPNR through a high value
lifestyle experience with a very low environmental impact.
Aligning with the idea that the Klaserie is about being, not
seeing, I felt the saddle of a mountain bike presented the
best and safest way to achieve this experience.”
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The ride
The 40km route turned out to be quite the challenge and included very diverse terrain.
It kicked off at 08h00 with a stretch dubbed “The Trek”, starting at the Motlasedi site on
Dover, following the old historic road west of the Klaserie River, traversing the farms
Northampton, Hull and Kent, to the original site of the Incheni Gate. After that, “The
Meander” made up the return leg, as the route hugged the banks of the Klaserie River,
the lifeblood of the reserve, all the way back to the starting point at Motlasedi where
finishers were warmly welcomed back.
En route, highlights included sightings of elephant, buffalo, and rhino, among an array
of antelope and other general game. There were refreshment stops located along the
way, which supplied the traditional life savers, and a bike mechanic was stationed at the
halfway point to provide assistance if needed. Each peloton of 10 riders was manned
by a kitted-out support vehicle and led by an armed peloton leader. A fixed wing aircraft
offered an aerial view point for wildlife updates and a helicopter was on standby for any
medical emergency, while on-the-ground first aiders were at the ready should they be
needed.
This memorable, action-packed occasion was concluded with the provision of finish
line refreshments, hot showers, and a safari-style lunch at the Klaserie Oasis. Such a
successful event would not have been possible without the input from various parties
involved.
Klaserie members and keen riders will be glad to know that the Klaserie Traverse is set
to be an annual event to celebrate the reserve’s unique biodiversity and to generate
funds for important conservation initiatives. Next year, founder riders will have first
option to the limited number of entries and the event will be primarily open to reserve
members and their guests.

“The ride and the route itself made
for an amazing experience that I
won’t soon forget! Thank you to all
involved in designing a challenging,
yet magnificent route that
incorporated all sorts of terrain.
With all the support crew in place,
we felt very safe and secure if the
need arose for evacuation, medical
attention, or mechanical assistance.
I am thrilled to have completed
the first Klaserie Traverse,
which commemorated the
50th Anniversary of the KPNR
AGM and am looking forward to
the next one. I loved (nearly) every
minute of it!” – Nicky Crookes
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A special word of thanks to the following people for their invaluable assistance on the day:

•

Gijs Rinsma for assisting with the overall organisation and management of the event

•

Colin Rowles, Riaan Kruger and their team for the incredible amount of work to make the event a
success

•

KPNR EXCO for supporting the initiative

•

ER24 for medical support

•

Richard White from Black Rock Productions for sponsoring all the videography and photography, ably
assisted by Rebecca Rowles and Calvin Crookes

•

Matamani (Crookes & Macaskill Family) and Bateleur’s Nest for hosting the water stations

•

Peloton support vehicles: Sean Fairhead and Collen Nhlongo from Ntoma (peloton 1); Ivor Crabbia
from Klaserie Camps and Gary Freeman from Gary Freeman Safaris (peloton 2); Gijs Rinsma from
Bateleur’s Nest and Bryce Landsman from Kambaku (peloton 3); Louis Rautenbach from Klaserie
Sands and Mani Esterhuizen from Camp George (peloton 4)

•

BUCO in Hoedspruit, particularly Bertus Myburgh, for sponsoring the showers

•

Dover Trust for hosting the Start & Finish venue
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Xanatseni:
The Place of the Mopane
Words Chloë Cooper | Photos © Xanatseni

X

anatseni Private Camp invokes a sense of
togetherness in the bush, creating a space
where families in particular will feel like they
have come home. It emerges like a grassy
garden oasis between bronzed mopane groves, settling
on the gentle bend of a seasonal river in the eastern
Klaserie Private Nature Reserve.
The camp has been rebuilt to invite guests to be part
of a whole, coming together for al fresco dinners under
the mature fever trees scattered across the lawn,
before retreating to their private suites for a luxurious
night’s sleep surrounded by the calls of the wild. The
balance between festive participation and quiet solitude
is perfectly achieved in Xanatseni’s wide offering of
amenities available to its guests.

018 Spring 2019

A swimming pool surrounded by cushioned loungers
and umbrellas proves to be the heart of activity during
the warm hours between game drives. Located adjacent
to the main dining room, open-plan lounge, and a helpyourself bar, it is the perfect place for parents to relax
while children entertain themselves safely and happily.
Inside, large glass doors lead the way onto the rolling,
green lawn from a cool, comfortable lounge where
peaceful afternoons can be spent with a book. Outside,
beyond the tall tree-trunks and bird-filled canopies,
a viewing tower overlooks a private waterhole. This
lofty place offers a secret spot from which to watch
passing elephants stop to dip their trunks in the water,
or elusive leopards moving quickly under the cover
of night to quench their thirst. The hide is also where
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romantics will find the dinner date
of their dreams, making Xanatseni:
The Place of the Mopane, a location
for honeymooning newlyweds and
travelling families alike.

luxuries and attention to detail give
the lodge its unofficial 4-star rating,
and the gently blending colour tones
keep the ambience in tune with the
earth.

interpret it all. This is an opportunity
to see the Klaserie’s illustrious wild
spaces and learn about what brought
the family at Xanatseni to their special
home in the first place.

Five thatched bedrooms, each named
after a favourite wild animal, flank
the central entertainment area, and
an exclusive-use villa, Tseni Suite
enjoys its own space right at the end.
Bringing an entirely new meaning to a
private safari experience at Xanatseni,
Tseni cocoons guests in their own
two-bedroom safari house and gives
the group the freedom to tailor
their experience with a private guide
and vehicle. Complete with a boma,
lounge, and kitchen for personalised
meals, Tseni takes a family safari
experience to new heights. Modern

Of course, Xanatseni’s calming earthy
tones and bold traditional prints
are only part of its African offering.
The appeal of this family-friendly
safari retreat extends to its warm
complement of staff, expert field
guides, and 12,000 ha of savanna
where Africa’s most celebrated
wild inhabitants reside. Guests
can expect to meet more than just
the regular visitors to the camp’s
waterhole when, each day, they have
the opportunity to cruise through
the wilderness with the knowledge
and experience of a master guide to

Get in touch
reservations@xanatseni.co.za
T: +27(0)15 004 0803
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Dehorning our rhinos:
THE OPERATION CONTINUES

T

Words Chloë Cooper | Photos Kevin MacLaughlin

his year, the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
(KPNR) and other private nature reserves in the
Greater Kruger Park committed to dehorning
their rhinos. This will be an ongoing, unrelenting
operation of enormous scale that will continue to be
performed over the years in a bid to keep rhinos living
within the patrolled and protected boundaries of the
KPNR safe from poaching.

Coinciding with the 50th Annual General Meeting (AGM)
of the reserve and the signing of the Greater Limpopo
Transfrontier Conservation Area rhino management plan,
this bittersweet move to conserve Africa’s stronghold
rhino population was the result of expert consideration
for their future on Earth.

So far, since the initial dehorning event that took place
over 10 days, Klaserie Drift Safari Camps, Klaserie Sands
River Camp, and Klaserie Camps have sponsored the
dehorning of more rhinos, continuing to make the effort
to protect the reserve’s population from poaching.
Shouldering the expense of these crucial operations is
of enormous value and is a true representation of the
role our commercial lodges are prepared to play in the
conservation of the reserve.
In this issue, we’re featuring more hard-hitting images
of these remarkable undertakings and hear from some
of the people who have been there to help carry out the
operation, making them part of an extraordinary act for a
species’ survival.

Since the mass dehorning operation that took place
earlier this year, a number of commercial lodges in the
Klaserie have risen to the challenge and are playing their
part to continue with the dehorning effort. Employing
the expertise of numerous veterinarians, pilots, and
wildlife area professionals, each dehorning is a large-scale
operation that requires funding and co-ordination at a
high level. Committing to the initial dehorning means
committing to a future of dehorning, in order to maintain
horn regrowth and keeping rhinos safe.
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A HISTORICAL MOMENT
TO PROTECT THE FUTURE
Klaserie Sands digs deep for rhino conservation

I

Words Elly Gearing

n what was once an Eden for white
rhinoceros in South Africa, illegal hunting has
single-handedly pushed this animal to near
extinction in the local area; a devastating
result of the immense value of rhino horn on
the global market.
Used primarily in East Asia as a traditional
medicine or luxury item, the current demand
for rhino horn vastly outweighs the supply. With
the ever-present threat of illegal poaching in the
Greater Kruger and a determination to preserve
the species in the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve (KPNR), the difficult decision was
made to commence a large-scale dehorning
operation. The process began in April of
this year, continuing today with tremendous
success throughout the KPNR and surrounding
reserves. The idea that removing the value
from the animal will significantly decrease its
likelihood of being poached is not a new one
and has been in practice since the late 1980s.
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a tranquilizer dart was administered, and within eight
minutes the rhinoceros bull was down. Our team jumped
from the game vehicles and rushed in to assist with the
safe positioning of the animal while vets began stabilising
the huge bull for the procedure. Drugs were administered
intravenously through a vein in the ear and an oxygen
tube placed in the nostril to keep the animal stable while
under anaesthetic. Safe positioning of the two-tonne
creature during the procedure was paramount – the
combined strength of at least eight adults was required
to roll the rhino onto his opposite side halfway through
the procedure to ensure he could maintain ample blood
supply to his back legs. Of course, when rhino rest
naturally they do so with their feet tucked to one side
and adjust themselves to shift their weight when needed.
Snoring under the effects of an extremely strong sedative,
the safety of this bull was now in the team’s hands.

What we did not anticipate was how deeply the
experience would touch us. We looked on, many of us
with tears in our eyes, as the magnificent creature had
an important part of its anatomy removed in the name
of conservation. To think that the poaching crisis has
resulted in these actions was overwhelming, but we were
simultaneously filled with hope that the procedure would
grant this rhino a peaceful existence. As we stroked his
back and head, feeling the coarseness of his wrinkled skin
under our fingers, the importance of this momentous
occasion in the Greater Kruger’s history dawned on us.
It is undoubtable that every individual who had the
opportunity to be up close with this magnificent animal
during its horn removal developed a deeper appreciation
for the white rhino and a stronger drive to support its
continued conservation. Klaserie Sands staff and guests
certainly walked away that day with a
greater sense of responsibility to raise
awareness about the current poaching
crisis and the plight of this awe-inspiring
species. Enabling our guests, who are
predominantly international clientele, to
take part in this unique operation was a
privilege that we hope to sponsor and
support well into the future. We hope
that the small part we played that day
in protecting white rhino will allow us to
enjoy them in their natural habitat for
years to come.

© Peter Morey

Recently, Klaserie Sands and their guests
had the unique opportunity to sponsor
and take part in two dehorning operations
alongside wildlife veterinarians, pilots and key
members of the reserve’s conservation and
management teams. Years spent operating
commercial safaris in the area has allowed
the team at Klaserie Sands to develop a deep
appreciation for the white rhino as well as
first-hand experience of the plight the species
is currently facing. Any opportunity to support
the conservation of this impressive animal and
ensure its continued existence in the area was
not to be missed.
Needless to say, the experience was an
emotional one for all involved. Following the
aerial location of our unsuspecting target and
some impeccably skilled helicopter manoeuvres,
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The frontline
OF RHINO DEHORNING
Words and photos Nick Smith

I

had the privilege this July of joining a team of
professional vets and rangers as part of the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve’s (KPNR) rhino dehorning
initiative, sponsored in part by Klaserie Drift Safari
Camps.
The crisp winter morning started with a 40-minute drive
to meet the warden, alongside the rest of the team. Not
long after our briefing, the fixed wing aircraft came onto
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the radio, letting us know it was go-time. We loaded up
onto two Land Cruisers and hit the road, following the
helicopter to make our way to the first rhino of the day.
The teamwork dynamic in an operation like this works like
a well-oiled machine, and it is vitally important that each
element fulfils its specific role for the high-risk procedure
to be a success.
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The fixed-wing aircraft
The fixed-wing aircraft has been a game changer in
terms of costs for the private reserves as it allows for the
helicopter and vets to wait on land while the aircraft finds
the next animal that needs to be darted. Only then does the
helicopter and veterinarian take to the air, thereby reducing
time and fuel costs incurred by the helicopter. Far more
efficient.
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The helicopter
The helicopter manoeuvres the animal to an area that is
easier to work with and allows the first vet to dart the animal
from the air.
The team following on the ground then moves in with the
second vet and makes sure the darted animal goes down
safely. The second vet is also on the ground already should
the helicopter not be able to land.
I was extremely impressed by the manner and
professionalism of the ground team once the animal
had gone down. They made sure that the animal was as
comfortable as possible during the dehorning process. The
rhino is first blind-folded and fitted with a pair of earmuffs,
and then helped into a comfortable position so that when it
wakes up it does not have a “dead leg”.

WWW.SABLETOURS.CO.ZA

Leading supplier of Zero VOC
Non Toxic paints in South Africa.

The front and back horns are marked to indicate the incision
point, allowing the maximum removal of horn without
damaging the sensitive growth plate. The horn is cut off,
and the base is ground down and polished with a varnish to
protect it. Given that the horns consist of keratin (the same
stuff as our hair and fingernails), the rhino doesn’t feel any
pain during this process.
The whole operation happens extremely quickly in order to
ensure the safety of the rhino. Once the horn is off and all
the paperwork is done, the rhino receives the antidote and
within a minute or so it is back on its feet, and off it goes.
It is important to know that dehorning a rhino plays a very
important role in conservation. It is not the solution to rhino
poaching, but along with good security and active field
rangers patrolling the Klaserie, it has had great success.
I take my hat off to the team in the KPNR for risking their lives
in order to protect these magnificent creatures and ensure
that future generations will be able to see and enjoy them as
much as we do.

“The teamwork dynamic in an operation like
this works like a well-oiled machine.”
028 Spring 2019
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Q: HI GUYS! SO, ARE YOU
FROM THE LOWVELD, OR
WHERE DID YOU GROW UP?

Q: WHERE AND WHEN DID
YOU STUDY VETERINARY
SCIENCE?

Ben: I grew up in Delmas, a small
farming town in Mpumalanga,
and then I moved to Pretoria for
schooling.
Joel: I was born in Pretoria and
grew up in a small town called
Broederstroom, which is right
next to Hartbeespoort Dam in the
North West province.

Ben: I studied at the
Onderstepoort Faculty of
Veterinary Science in Pretoria,
which is the only facility in South
Africa where you can study
to be a vet. I qualified in 2015
and went on to do a year of
community service in the Ulundi/
Nongoma region in Zululand,
west of Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Game
Reserve.
Joel: I started in 2010 with my
BSc in Zoology and completed
my veterinary studies at
Onderstepoort.

Q: WHEN DID YOU DECIDE
YOU WANTED TO BE A VET?

Wildlife Veterinarians
Dr Ben Muller and Dr Joel Alve
Words Chloë Cooper

Many readers might remember our Incredible People series from previous issues of the Klaserie
Chronicle. We’ve profiled some of the most inspiring and revolutionary people working in
conservation, wildlife management, and community development in the Klaserie and the greater
Kruger Park area. We live and work among legends and their stories deserve to be told. Look out
for some well-known faces in future publications as we chat to some of the region’s interesting
and innovative conservationists, and meet some of the new arrivals making waves in their fields of
expertise!

O

ver the last year, we’ve got to know some
incredible people playing an integral role in the
conservation of rhinos in the Associated Private
Nature Reserves (APNR). With large-scale
rhino dehorning taking place, our community is fighting
to protect rhinos more than ever before, and we have
crossed paths with experts working in wildlife behaviour,
animal science, conservation management, and various
other speciality fields.
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Dr Ben Muller and Dr Joel Alves are two of the wildlife
veterinarians who are performing dehorning procedures
on rhino in the APNR. They share a bit on where they
started, where they would like to end up, and what it
means to be working during this important time for rhino
conservation.

INCREDIBLE PEOPLE

Ben: Only about a year after I
finished school. I was working in
the bush in Tanzania, but I felt the
pressure to get a piece of paper
behind my name, and since I
really enjoyed science and biology
I thought I would give veterinary
science a try!
Joel: I wasn’t someone who knew
from a young age that I wanted
to be a vet. Sport dominated my
teenage years and by the time I
finished school my parents told
me I had to apply for university
before I could travel. I ended up
studying Sport Science at the
University of Pretoria, but it didn’t
take me long to realise I found my
res mates’ zoology and ecology
textbooks more interesting than
mine. Suddenly, my childhood
passion for wildlife resurfaced
and I changed to a BSc in Zoology.
I applied for veterinary science
the year after and was extremely
fortunate to be accepted. Now I
look back and think, how could I
have done anything else?
Q: DID YOU ALWAYS DREAM OF
WORKING WITH WILD ANIMALS?
Ben: Yes, since I was a small boy!
And not necessarily wild animals –
all animals, in fact.
Joel: From early on, watching
the old nature documentaries
like Eternal Enemies and the
adventures of John Varty, I knew I
wanted to work in the bush.

Q: WHEN DID YOU START
SPECIALISING IN WILDLIFE?

and so was our senior vet at the
time – so I was tasked with the
job of treating two white rhinos
with bullet wounds. It was quite
a nerve-wracking experience,
but I had fantastic help from
the Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife
ground crew, specifically Bej Van
Heerden and his team.
Joel: My first taste of true
wildlife work was working with Dr
Rowan Leeming, capturing some
wild dogs that had escaped
from Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Game
Reserve. We spent almost
a week trying to catch four
dispersal males, which had
ended up about 150km from the
reserve on a hunting farm where
they were at risk of being shot.

Ben: I worked for a veterinary
practice in Zululand for about
two years, which had a large
wildlife component, so I
naturally started working with
wildlife. Through this practice, I
developed not only the skills for
working with large animals, but a
passion for working with wildlife
in particular.
Joel: I spent all my elective
weeks as a student plus some
other weeks working with top
wildlife veterinarians such as
Dr Rowan Leeming and Dr
Dave Cooper at Ezemvelo KZN
Wildilfe, and Dr Peter Buss at
SANParks. That’s where I gained
most of my early experience,
then I took the advanced course
in chemical immobilisation of
wildlife before I started with
WildlifeVets.com.
Q: WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST
FIELD EXPERIENCE WITH
WILDLIFE?
Ben: It was the December
holiday period and I was
working in Mtubatuba, located
between Hluhluwe-iMfolozi and
iSimangaliso Wetland Park. I was
the vet on call – both the Natal
Parks Board’s vets were on leave
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Q: DID YOU EVER IMAGINE
YOU’D BE DEHORNING WILD
RHINOS ON A LARGE SCALE TO
TRY AND CURB POACHING?
Ben: Not really, but I realised
once I started working that it was
a reality. Dehorning was a readily
adopted approach for rhino
conservation in Zululand when I
was working there, and it still is,
because it really helped in terms
of bringing down casualties. I
knew it was only a matter of time
for the situation to change in the
Lowveld.
Joel: Having worked in KZN where
dehorning was having a positive
impact, I believed it may be
possible that other reserves would
consider dehorning but I didn’t
think it would happen as soon as
it did. It just goes to show how
heavy the losses have been these
last few years. The one aspect that
was mind-boggling was simply the
scale of the project when initially
discussed. I never expected to go
all in, in such a short time frame,
but we have.
Q: WHAT ARE SOME OTHER ANTIPOACHING METHODS THAT HAVE
BEEN SUGGESTED OR TESTED?
Joel: Horn infusions have been
tested quite widely, but I have
not been personally involved with
this approach, nor have I been
involved with discussions about
its effectiveness. For me, rhinos
will be targets as long as they have
horns and potential poachers see
an opportunity.
Q: WHY IS DEHORNING THE WAY
TO GO?
Ben: At face value, dehorning
ends the need for the animal
to be killed. It removes the only
part of the rhino that poachers
are looking for, so they have no
reason to kill them. Unfortunately,
there might be cases where
animals are killed for just the
remaining stump, but this is not
valuable, and the buyers higher
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up refuse to buy it, so over
time poachers lose even that
incentive. It also doesn’t affect
calf mortality or rhino behaviour
and doesn’t cause the animal
any pain.
Joel: By dehorning, you are
removing what makes a rhino
a target. It is by no means the
silver bullet in the fight against
poaching but simply another
tool to buy us more time. The
more tools we can develop, the
better our chances of stemming
the tide.
Q: HAVE YOU PERFORMED
RHINO DEHORNING
PROCEDURES ANYWHERE ELSE
IN SOUTH AFRICA?
Ben: Yes, currently the majority
of privately-owned rhino
populations, especially in the
eastern part of the country, are
all dehorned.
Joel: Definitely, but never on the
scale of the Klaserie and Balule
Reserve dehornings. In addition
to dehorning privately owned
rhino population, we have
assisted Mpumalanga Tourism
and Parks Agency (MTPA) on a
few of their reserves.
Q: WHAT ROLE DOES EAR
TAGGING AND DNA SAMPLING
PLAY IN THE CONSERVATION
OF RHINOS?
Ben: Ear tagging is a
management tool used by game
reserves to identify an individual
animal and denote its origin.
Using either a specific number
or an ear-notch unique to that
particular reserve, we are able to
trace an animal back to an area.
DNA sampling is a procedure
that must be carried out on
all rhino according to national
norms and standards – DNA is
extracted and gets logged at
the veterinary genetics lab in
Pretoria. This is really important
for rhino conservation because
if a horn is intercepted by

authorities, it can potentially
be traced back to a specific
poaching case and help with
the prosecution of that case. It
has already led to numerous
successful prosecutions to date.
Q: WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR
GREATEST OR MOST
MEMORABLE SUCCESS STORY
WORKING WITH WILDLIFE?
Joel: I’ve just returned from a
three-week trip working on forest
elephants in the Congo basin
and that, to date, is probably one
of my biggest career highlights.
However, my most memorable
story was closer to home.
Myself, Grant Beverley from
the Endangered Wildlife Trust,
and pilot extraordinaire, Jaco
Scheepers, flew down to Tembe
Elephant Park to capture and
relocate three wild dogs to Tswalu
Kalahari Reserve. We had a 6 to
7-hour journey ahead of us and
had to stop to refuel on the way,
with sleeping dogs on board. After
filling up again, we approached
the end of the runway for take-off,
and something went wrong. Jaco
executed an emergency landing
and saved our lives by diving
underneath some powerlines. We
eventually came to a stop when
we hit a lamp post. We evacuated
the plane and scrambled the dogs
out, worried that the plane might
ignite.
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out of nowhere and offered us
his plane! Turns out he had an
unbelievable machine on a private
strip only 4km from where we
were, and he offered his services
and plane to get us to Tswalu.
Eventually, 10 hours after we left
Tembe, the dogs were up and
running in their new boma and,
needless to say, we were running
for the whiskey!
Q: WHAT DOES AN ORDINARY
DAY LOOK LIKE AS A WILDLIFE
VET OPERATING IN THE
LOWVELD?
Ben: Lots of driving and time
spent on the phone! I always say
a wildlife vet spends 20 percent of
their time driving, 20 percent on
the phone, 20 percent attending
to administrative matters, 20
percent planning and only about
20 percent working on wildlife.
Work as a wildlife vet is extremely
varied and seasonal. At the
moment, we are nearing the end

INCREDIBLE PEOPLE

of the game capture season,
so we’re extremely busy with
the capture and movement of
animals, while still attending to
clinical and management cases
when they arise.
Joel: Anything but ordinary. The
old adage of no two days being
the same certainly couldn’t be
more accurate, and we really
don’t know what we’re going to
wake up to each day. It’s an everexciting, ever-evolving profession
and one we are incredibly
privileged to be a part of. The
traveling and behind-the-scenes
work can be immensely though.
Very often it’s 80 percent travel,
15 percent admin and 5 percent
chaotic, whirlwind fun. These
days we look at 300km as just up
the road. Wildlife vets likely make
some of the best car DJs and
TED talk advisors!
Q: WHAT IS A CAREER GOAL
YOU WOULD LIKE TO REACH
ONE DAY?

Ben: I have real soft spot for
ruminants, and my dream has
always been to work on the
conservation of rare antelope
of Africa. Species like mountain
nyala in Ethiopia or Lord Derby
eland in West Africa – really
enigmatic creatures that I feel
often live in the shadow of more
iconic animals like the Big 5.
Joel: It’s a tough one to
answer so early in my career
as obviously I have a million
different goals, but for the most
part it’s that I’d like to be more
than just a vet when it comes
to conservation. My passion for
wildlife conservation extends to
wanting to educate, inspire, and
be involved at a much higher
level. If, in 30 years I can be held
in half the esteem my two idols,
Dr Dave Cooper and Dr Cobus
Raath, are held, I would have
achieved a great deal!

© Kevin MacLaughlin

In the middle of the Free State
with three sleeping wild dogs in
tow, we had to figure out how to
complete the mission. There was
no chance of renting a car, so we
tried to organise another plane
to get us. We left the scene with
a very kind woman who let us
load the (still sleeping) dogs into
the back of her mom-mobile. She
thought her kids could wait to be
picked up from school this time!
Surrounded by concerned locals
who were feeding us koeksisters
and Coke, one person rocked up
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Wildlife photography:

An introduction
Words and photos Samuel Cox

Think of the word photography and hundreds of genres comes to mind. Studio, street,
sports, fashion, food, portraiture, aerial, landscape, experimental… the list goes on and
on. However, they are all dependent of the capabilities of the device at hand. A camera
is an extremely versatile tool that enables us to capture what happens in front of us and
also gives us an additional creative outlet. With each genre comes its own unique traits
and learning curves and, a professional photographer specialised in architecture, for
example, could not just delve straight into wildlife photography.

Having been travelling to Africa
since 1999, Sam’s passion for
wildlife quickly drew him to focus
on photographing the diverse
wildlife the continent has to offer.
He’s seen his images published
online with National Geographic
and Africa Geographic, and in
print in Travel Africa Magazine,
BBC Wildlife Magazine, and Klaserie
Chronicle.

“ It only takes that one
sighting and that one
image and, before you
know, it you’re hooked
on a new drug.”
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 e’s now based in the Greater
H
Kruger of South Africa, working
as photography manager for
African Impact where he’s
looking to introduce and
showcase the beauty that had
him fall in love with Africa 20
years ago to other like-minded
photographers. With this comes
the added responsibility of
instilling a thoughtful, ethical and
conservation-based approach
to how we work in and with the
natural world. His aim is to teach

photographers the potential
importance and impact their
images and work can have in
aiding and assisting the health
and growth of our natural
biosphere, all whilst developing
his photographers and making
sure they get the best possible
images.
 ith African Impact he’s
W
developing and running various
on the ground projects ranging
from teaching and introducing
photography to international
volunteers, enthusiasts and
semi-pros and guiding them
through the realities of wildlife
photography and their future in
photography.
For more information go to
africanimpact.com to see how
your creative eye can make an
impact.
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A drug called wildlife photography

Aperture

Wildlife photography is no easy occupation.
In order to get those fantastic, awardwinning shots we’ve all grown accustomed
to seeing through National Geographic and
the likes, it requires an insane combination of
technical skill, animal knowledge and a dash
of creativity. Oh, and luck! A lot of luck and
perseverance. It’s easy to get frustrated and
disgruntled when dealing with wildlife and,
at the end of a long, hot day out in the bush,
you’ve encountered next to nothing and your
memory card still lies nearly empty. However,
it only takes that one sighting and that one
image and, before you know, it you’re hooked
on a new drug. With the amount there is to
learn in the realm of photographing wildlife
there’s no better place to start than with the
basics. After all, at the heart of everything is
your ability to use a camera.

This is an opening inside the lens that dictates how much
light is being let into the camera. We can make this opening
bigger or smaller which will give us different results. For
example, a smaller hole gives us a larger depth of field (a
larger area of focus) but it lets in less light. A larger hole,
however, gives us a much smaller depth of field (a smaller
area of focus) but will let in more light. Now, that may sound
as if one image is going to be too dark and the other too
bright, but this is when we move to the next element, the
shutter speed.

The camera
Breaking the camera down to essentials, you
need a body, a lens, battery and memory
card. There are numerous extra gadgets and
accessories, but these are the key ingredients
needed before you can proceed any further.
The camera lens is a device made primarily of
different glass elements. Light travels through
the lens and into the attached camera body.
The camera body is the device which records
the light. Memory cards are where your
photographs are stored, and the batteries
keep it powered. Without any of these, you’re
not going to be taking any photos.
Automatic modes over the years have given
birth to a drove of lazy photographers and
it’s imperative you know how your camera
works with light to better manipulate and work
with any situation you’re in. This is when the
exposure triangle comes in and is a must for
any photographer to learn and get to grips
with. If your image is too dark or too blurry
then you need to know how to correct that, so
let’s break it down very basically.
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The Balancing Act
Shutter Speed
Inside the camera body is a sensor which records the light and creates your image. In front of the sensor is a closed
curtain, which quickly opens and closes when you take a photo, allowing a certain amount of light to enter and hit the
sensor. We can control how quickly this curtain opens and define this as our shutter speed. The less light we’re letting
in (with a small aperture opening), the longer our shutter speed has to be, but when we’re letting in lots of light (with a
big aperture opening) we can make the shutter speed shorter

ISO
This sensor is at the back of the camera, in the
same position film strips used to go in the days
of analogue. It requires light to form an image,
which we know we can control, but we can also
control how sensitive this sensor is to light. If,
for example, it’s a beautifully sunny day and we
know we’re getting lots of light coming into our
sensor we can leave the sensitivity low. This will
give us a cleaner and higher quality end result.
On the flip side, if we’re photographing after
sunset or in a dark room, we have to increase
our sensitivity to make better use of the
available light. This sounds great, but ultimately
it causes noise or grain – where images become
broken up and dotty. Now, this sensitivity needs
to be adjusted frequently because one setting
will never work for different scenarios. The rule
is to always keep it as low as possible, but as
high as necessary.
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Now, how do these three elements work together? It’s
a balancing act. If you change one you inevitably have
to change another. If you bring up your ISO (sensor
sensitivity) you’ll be able to get a faster shutter speed. If
you open up your aperture, you’ll be able to bring your
ISO down. There are no perfect settings, it’s all situation
dependant and about getting the best performance
out of your camera as well as yourself. It’s a game of
repetition, learning through failure (messing up your
exposure on a rare wild dog sighting will only help
you never make that same mistake again) and being
persistent.
Above all else, remember why you started this venture
into photography. It’s easy to get bogged down by the
science of light, the restrictions of technology and the
unhelpfulness of wild subjects; but you have to make
sure you’re enjoying it. The moment you don’t, you’ve lost.
You need the passion to drive you, for you to develop,
to learn and to improve so that one day you’ll look back
and realise you’re a completely different photographer
and artist. It won’t take long for you to make these
adjustments on the fly – sometimes even subconsciously
– allowing you to focus on what’s happening in front of
the camera, rather than inside. This is where the real
challenge comes in and what we’ll be looking at in the
next edition: knowing your subject!

PHOTOGRAPHY

“Above all else, remember
why you started this venture
into photography.”

Next edition
Learning about your subject and representing it. Using
animal knowledge and composition or story-telling
skills to get the best photograph possible.
What to expect when out on a game drive.
How to photograph in different light and weather
conditions.
How to put your subject before yourself – using your
skills and images to promote wildlife and nature and
not harm it.
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The Changing Seasons

through the Eyes of a Photographer
Words and photos Sally Rinsma

G

ijs and I have been living in the Klaserie for almost four years. As
time has passed, we have gone beyond just getting excited about
spotting an animal, and are more so beginning to notice the changes
that take place during the year. We’ve been able to recognise
certain individual animals and identify their unique patterns, and we also love
watching the trees flower each season and seeing little, delicate bush flowers
growing in the dry veld.
Winter time brings its own special features. For a start, the lack of leaves
makes game viewing and photography much easier than in the lush, summer
months. The dry bush also encourages different species to congregate around
the dams and waterholes. When you are afforded some time to observe the
well-orchestrated rhythm of every winter’s day, you discover patterns. The first
pattern we have become used to is the movement of the Alpine Swifts. These
birds are normally associated with mountains, but they come to the large
dam at Bateleur’s Nest to drink. Every morning at about 10h30, a large flock
arrives and the birds spend about an hour drinking before they all suddenly
disappear again. Soon after these aerial visitors depart, the kudu stalk out of
the bush to steal a quick drink of water.
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Winter brings a constant procession of game to the
water, which makes game viewing and photography very
rewarding. The winter flowers that reveal themselves are
generally restricted to aloes and impala lilies. The aloes
attract beautiful birds like Sunbirds, Orioles and Brownheaded Parrots. The patient photographer gets muchwanted photographs! The impala lilies are so spectacular
that they can be seen from 200 metres away – they must
be the most photographed flowers of the bushveld, as
they are mesmerisingly beautiful.
As soon as the aloes have finished flowering, we notice
the sausage trees Kigelia Africana begin to produce
large, bold flowers. Sausage tree flowers also attract
many birds, but for us the real fun is watching the nyala
arriving to clean up fallen flowers on the ground. Every
day the ‘nyala garden service’ appears at 07h30, walking
with a stately and measured pace towards the tree. They
normally return to do an afternoon sweep at around
16h00. They are not very good conversation, but they are
happy to pose for a photograph.
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For us, the flowers of the sausage tree are the
first announcement of spring, but the official and
unmistakable spring announcement comes from the
vivid bright yellow flowers of the sjambok pod Cassia
abbreviata. These bright beacons in the bush are fun to
spot and photograph, and a careful look at the flowers
will often reveal numerous bee species, as well as some
cryptically coloured spiders.
The knobthorn trees Senegalia nigrescens only flower in
late spring and early summer, but a sure sign that hot
summer days are upon us is the rich scent of the Lowveld
cluster-leaf Terminalia prunioides. On these aromatic, late
spring days, the heat will have many elephants spending
hours swimming in the dam, and finally, the call of
cuckoos offers a thrilling confirmation that the birds have
followed the magnet of the newly emerging season.
So, in summary, your camera should never leave your
side. We are truly grateful to be surrounded by the
natural beauty of the bush and it’s a privilege to record
everything on camera!
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THE LARGEST
of the small cats
Caracal

Words Peter Lawson | Photo Leon Marais Photography

MAMMAL ID

“ The tail is short, and
the most distinctive
feature is the unique
pointed ears that
have long tassels
of black hair at the
tips. The Afrikaans
name “rooikat” is
descriptive.”

f the three small cat species
occurring in the KPNR, the caracal
Felis Caracal is the largest. It is a
stocky animal and males have a
body length of just over a metre and weighs
about 15 kg. They have a uniform reddishbrown body colour with white underparts.
The tail is short, and the most distinctive
feature is the unique pointed ears that have
long tassels of black hair at the tips. The
Afrikaans name “rooikat” is descriptive.
Caracal occur throughout the reserve in all
habitats but prefer woodland savanna with
rocky outcrops nearby. They are mainly
nocturnal but do hunt in daylight at dawn
and dusk. They tend to be secretive and are
difficult to see when hidden in low vegetation
or long grass. This is a really good mammal to
add to your list when you do find one.
Their food consists mainly of warm-blooded
animals such as hares, rabbits, dassies,
steenbuck, klipspringer and new born
impala. They will also prey on birds as large
as guineafowl and francolin. When hunting,
they are predominantly terrestrial, although
they are adept tree climbers. In farming
areas outside the reserve, they are classed
as vermin as they will prey on domestic
poultry and lambs of sheep and goats. They
are thus hunted and killed in rural areas, so
when you do see one in the Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve it has chosen the right home.
They are solitary animals and kill their prey
by stalking it, rushing in from close range,
pouncing, grappling with claws, and killing
with a bite to the throat. The prey is then
usually dragged into cover before eating. If
undisturbed, caracals will return to kills until
fully consumed but they are not scavengers.
Breeding takes place at any time of the year,
but mainly in summer. Kittens are born in
dens in hollow termite mounds, aardvark
holes or rock crevices. They have litters of
up to four, and kittens are blind at birth.
Their eyes open when they are 6 to 10 days
and they eat solid food at 4 weeks. They
are weaned at about 6 months and are fully
grown at 10 months. At this age, families
split up. They are occasionally killed by larger
predators and kittens may be taken by large
raptors.
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he Greater Kruger
National Park
holds the majority
of Saddle-billed
Storks Ephippiorhynchus
senegalensis in South Africa
with about 160 mature
individuals throughout.
Usually in pairs and
sedentary, but nomadic
during droughts, water
bodies in the Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve (KPNR) are
extremely important for the
survival of this large stork,
which is classed as a scarce
resident. This is a stately bird
to include on your KPNR bird
list.

A STATELY BUT
ENDANGERED
RESIDENT
Saddle-billed Stork

Words Peter Lawson | Photos Jacques de Villiers

Male and female birds
are virtually similar in
appearance, the only
difference being eye colour
– yellow on females and
brown on males. Also, males
have a small pair of yellow
wattles at the top of the

BIRDING

large, distinctly-coloured
red-and-black pointed bill.
The bill has a yellow shield
at the base, which is what
gives this stork the name
saddle-billed. The long black
legs have red knees and feet.
Body plumage is sharply
contrasting black and white.
They mate for life, and are
silent birds that make no
sound. However, the male
bird is a true show-off when
feeding close to his spouse.
He will suddenly stop striding
through the water, stretch
himself to his full height
and run through the water
with long loping strides,
flapping his wings as he
goes. After about 20 paces
he will turn and dash back
to within a few metres of
his mate where he will stop
and continue to show off the
distinctive colour pattern of
his outstretched wings for a
couple of seconds.
Habitat is subtropical rivers, pans and
dams and the only time they can be found
away from water, although nearby, is when
breeding, with a large platform nest built on
top of a tree.

“They mate for life, and are
silent birds that make no
sound. However, the male
bird is a true show-off when
feeding close to his spouse. ”
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They feed mainly on fish, but also frogs,
reptiles, small mammals, birds, crustaceans
and aquatic insects. The sharp pointed bill is
used to stab at its prey. The main reason for
them being classed as an endangered species
is due to a decline in water quality and
quantity. Severe drought conditions could
significantly reduce the extent of available
habitat throughout the Greater Kruger
National Park.
If you see a pair of these majestic storks in
the KPNR, stay with them for a while and
count yourself extra lucky if you witness the
macho male showing off to his spouse with
his ‘flap-dash’ display. You will note that she
appears to be disinterested. So typical!
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in shadier areas. The birds may also become less active, choosing
self-maintenance over their parental duties. Ground Hornbills are
susceptible to overheating, showing the first signs of heat stress
at 26˚C with gaping beaks and wings held away from the body. At
temperatures over 30˚C they reduce their foraging activities and tend
to move to shaded areas.
What does this mean in a world where temperatures are predicted
to increase? The birds may choose not to breed in times of extreme
temperatures as the costs to their own health may be too great and
outweigh the benefits of producing offspring. It may also increase
the likelihood of nest abandonment, where the female simply cannot
tolerate the long period of incubation (40 days) in extreme heat. An
increase of 0.3˚C-1.7˚C may not seem like a lot but this will lead to
an increase in droughts and heatwaves in the Lowveld, affecting the
success of many species – including Ground Hornbills – potentially
leading to mass extinctions.
Ground Hornbills are well adapted to the heat of the Lowveld, they
do not require water like other birds, fulfilling their water needs
from their food. Their huge beaks and red throat skin help them to
thermoregulate, dissipating heat from these areas. They are also quite
generalist feeders, able to forage and hunt many different species
depending on availability. These adaptations will help them buffer
against the changing climate. To what extent, we are unsure. These
endangered birds face many obstacles in their survival and climate
change is just one of many. We will continue to monitor them, provide
them with nesting sites and educate the public.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND
Southern Ground Hornbill
Words Carrie Hickman | Photos APNR Ground Hornbill Conservation Project

T

brought food to the incubating female, and subsequently
the chick, and identified the prey type. Food items
included plenty of insects, frogs, chameleons, snakes
and hares to name a few. We even recorded a Hornbill
bringing a genet to the nest!

In the breeding seasons of 2017/2018 and 2018/2019, we
placed camera traps at nests with active birds. From the
footage, we recorded how many times per day the birds

From climate data we could then look at feeding rates
and food type in relation to temperatures. What we found
was that the rate at which they brought food to the nest
significantly declines in times of higher temperatures.
This is probably down to the prey species becoming less
available in times of high temperatures, remaining hidden

oday, climate change is a topic of discussion
and concern in our everyday lives. An increase
in surface temperatures of 0.3˚C to 1.7˚C is
predicted by the end the 21st century which will
threaten our biodiversity, causing heat stress to many
plants and animals. Understanding how Ground Hornbills
could be impacted upon is part of our ongoing research
in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve.
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Worried about climate
change? Here are some
simple things each and every
one of us can do:
•

Use energy more wisely; switch
unused appliances off, change
to energy efficient bulbs

•

Waste less food, try to buy local
produce and grow your own

•

Reduce meat consumption,
especially beef, opt for
sustainable venison

•

Switch to renewable energy if
you can

•

Spread the word and educate
– a healthy planet is about
families, communities, energy
systems and humanity’s future
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Our landscape’s
great explorers
Words Anka Bedetti | Photos © Elephants Alive

T

survivors who can adapt to the everchanging seasons
and an increasing human presence. A few individuals
in particular, Summer, Elon, and Induna, truly show the
magnitude of these animals’ travels across our landscape
of 35,000 km2 of protected land and beyond.

Elephants Alive has collared many elephants over
the past 20 years, which has allowed us a peek into
the world of Earth’s largest land mammals. Over this
time of observation, they have proved to be amazing

The wet summer months (October to March) are known
as “exploration time” for elephants because their
movement is no longer restricted by the low quality and
quantity of vegetation and water availability associated
with winter. The images below clearly illustrate how
each of these three elephants move in the dry season
compared to the wet season.

he elephants in the Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve and the Greater Kruger area are part
of an open population roaming freely in the
Greater Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation Area
(GLTCA). The ongoing research performed by Elephants
Alive teaches us that we still have a lot to learn when it
comes to fully understanding the movement of these
animals, our landscape’s greatest explorers.
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Elephant movement in the wet season

Elephant movement in the dry season
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Summer, an elephant cow, and her family have been
followed by the Elephants Alive team since 2006, and they
are by far our greatest travelling family unit. They enjoy
annual trips to the southern part of the Kruger National
Park, mostly in the Skukuza area, but have also been
known to go all the way down to Berg-en-Dal.
Young bulls in particular are known to be the greatest
explorers, but this couldn’t be less true for the two bulls
we collared in 2016, Elon and Induna. In the wet summer
months, when elephants are known to move around,
these two travel back and forth between the Associated
Private Nature Reserves (APNR) and the northern part
of Kruger. Come the dry season (April to September),
Elon seems to call the APNR home, while Induna prefers
spending time further up north, which could indicate that
this is where he originally came from.
In Limpopo National Park, also part of the GLTFCA, one
of our 20 collared bulls called Merlin out-did everyone
else. Aside from occasionally visiting the Kruger National
Park, he suddenly moved across to Banhine National
Park Mozambique in May 2018 and then returned to
Limpopo National Park in January 2019. He travelled a
total distance of 5,544 km within a year, and showed us
potential elephant corridors between protected areas.
These are crucial to integrate into elephant management
and species protection plans, especially as poaching still
represents a high risk in Mozambique.
The growing human population has fragmented many
species’ habitats, and through our research, elephants
have shown us that their incredible memory is key for
knowing when and where it is safe and that they can
adapt accordingly in order to maximise their chances of
survival. Being aware of what great travellers elephants
are should add a whole new dimension to elephant
encounters in our landscape, because when we see them,
we can always wonder where they might have come from,
where they are headed, and what they might be up to
next!
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Merlin movement in May 2018
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The Leopard’s
Waiting Game
A

Words and photos Elly Gearing

leopard’s ability to navigate the steep trunks and twisted branches of trees with
seeming ease is well-known but rarely witnessed. As solitary hunters, leopards
are vulnerable to opportunistic predators, such as hyenas, mobbing them in
an attempt to steal their hard-earned kill. As such, these formidable predators
have learnt to hoist their catch into the safety of a nearby tree; a cunning tactic for
avoiding the insatiable appetites of their competition. Lightweight bodies, powerful
forelimbs, and sharp, protractile claws provide the necessary means for hauling the dead
weight of their prey high into the canopy, just out of reach.
The location of this particular kill was given away by the fresh tracks of a large, male
leopard crossing the road into a dense mopane thicket. With the onset of winter in the
Lowveld, the falling leaves and thinning grass make it easier for guides and trackers to
spot the out-of-place shapes concealed within tree canopies and beneath bushes. Our
guests of Klaserie Sands River Camp had been enjoying a peaceful game drive when a
call came in that a leopard kill had been spotted. However, upon closer inspection, the
predator was nowhere to be seen and the warthog, whose day had taken an unexpected
turn for the worse, was perched motionless amidst the mopane leaves.
We were sure the culprit would return to finish what was left of the carcass. Given the
unpredictable nature of the bush, this leopard would not leave behind a perfectly good
meal and had most likely descended the tree in search of a cooler place to sleep out the
hottest part of the day. It is never easy to see the remains of a creature whose day had
begun like any other, perhaps emerging from its burrow in search of food at sunrise.
However, the African bush is a formidable place and only the fittest, most cunning and
well-adapted survive out here. Unfortunately for this warthog, it had not succeeded in
outdoing the hunter on this occasion.

“Lightweight bodies, powerful forelimbs, and
sharp, protractile claws provide the necessary
means for hauling the dead weight of their prey
high into the canopy, just out of reach.”
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+27 82 603 0777/8
bookings@dawnsafaris.com
www.dawnsafaris.com

Private Transfers & Guided Tours Across The Greater Kruger Region

We returned the following morning to inspect the area.
As we pulled in, we were delighted to see the huge,
rosetted figure of our territorial male leopard perched
uncomfortably on the branches where the kill had
previously laid. All that remained now were a couple
of bones; enough of a prize for the prying eyes of five,
opportunistic hyena who lay patiently at the base of the
tree, hoping for a morsel to fall. The leopard peered down
at them with contempt, his full belly hanging low between
his back legs, clearly impatient to descend to a cooler,
more comfortable location to rest.
Eventually, the remaining hyena retreated to the shade of
some nearby trees and the leopard took his opportunity
to escape. Slowly and carefully, he began to descend
headfirst down the vertical trunk, his claws anchoring
his bulk to the tree. Halfway down, he noticed the hyena
bursting back onto the scene. In a swift and skilful display
056 Spring 2019

of incredible strength, the leopard swung his torso 180
degrees so that his back legs were now below him and
pushed himself back up into the canopy, leaving both
guide and guests in awe of his unrivalled acrobatic ability!
Back in the relative safety of the branches, the cat let out
a chilling grumble, noticeably unimpressed by the hyenas’
unwelcome attempts to mob him. Once again, he found
himself perched on the mopane’s extremities, four metres
above the ground in the heat of the rising sun. He had
no choice: he was going to have to wait this one out. Hot
and panting, the leopard shuffled to get comfortable and
eventually managed to balance his heavy belly between
two branches where he spent the following hours
waiting for his competition to lose patience. A fascinating
reminder that even Africa’s most formidable hunters don’t
always get their way!

Gomo Gomo Game Lodge is a private and intimate camp
situated in the prestigious Klaserie Private Nature Reserve,
oﬀering you excellent game viewing.
The Klaserie now forms part of the Greater Kruger National
Park with a common unfenced boundary.
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CHEETAH KILL
at Baobab Ridge
Words and photos Nini Gouveris
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A

ll of us at Baobab Ridge had
the enormous pleasure of
seeing not only one cheetah,
but two individuals over a
couple of weeks – one, a male, and the
other, a female. A rare and fantastic treat
anywhere in Africa, and here we could
enjoy their presence in the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve. After about two
weeks of seeing these cats regularly, the
guides found one of the cheetahs – the
male – stalking impala near Twala Dam
on a morning drive.
This was immediately something very
special for guests as well as guides, and
as the cheetah expertly got into position,
some were lucky enough to see the
quick chase and take-down. We knew
that, as a cheetah in an area where more
powerful predators are prevalent, he
would be at risk of losing his kill if the
scent got picked up by hyenas or lions.
Fortunately for this cheetah, scavengers
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did not seem to be in the vicinity and he
had the opportunity to relax and feast
on his prize.
For the rest of the morning, the cheetah
stayed within view in the same spot and
we could watch him make the most of
his meal, undetected by other predators.
Eventually, after he had moved off, the
remains became food for all sorts of
aerial and terrestrial scavengers and
decomposers. But we were so pleased
that this endangered cat got to feast to
the full!
Funnily enough, over a few weeks, we
saw about five cheetahs in the area.
These two individuals and then a
coalition of three was spotted a couple
of times. It’s interesting how the least
frequently seen big cat has been sighted
so much in all corners of the reserve
lately. How lucky we are to be in the
KPNR!
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Selfies and sightings
WITH CAMERA

Words Emily Whiting | Photos Klaserie Drift camera trap

“The 'buzz' of finally
capturing a carnivore on
my camera trap was almost
as good as seeing one in
real life!”

W

hat do animals get up to when we’re not
around? This is a question that has bugged me
since as far back as I can remember. I wonder
where they go, how they behave and, as a guide, I am
always trying to figure out how to predict when and where
a particular lion or leopard will appear.
In my time at Klaserie Drift Safari Camps, I have slowly
started to unravel the answers to some of these questions
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with the help of a camera trap. Having had limited success
at first, I adjusted my technique until I finally got my first
lion image. It was grainy and unimpressive, but a lion
nonetheless. The “buzz” of finally capturing a carnivore on
my camera trap was almost as good as seeing one in real
life! That first photo led me to search an area for lions that
I had never previously given much thought. Amazingly,
just a few days later I drove into an incredible lion sighting
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of the River pride on a buffalo kill in that
very area. All down to my camera trap. My
first success!
Since then, I’ve been lucky enough to
capture some special moments on my
camera trap and learnt some telling facts.
During the summer, I aimed my lens at
a freshly sprung waterhole for a couple
of weeks. I was astounded to discover a
myriad of animals using the muddy pool
both day and night. I realised a particular
white rhino was fond of a wallow and nap
in the nearby shade during the heat of the
day, but he always managed to disappear
by the time the afternoon game drive
arrived. Determined to nab him in the
act, I convinced my guests to leave a little
earlier one day and drove directly towards
the pan. With the sun not yet beginning
to fall, my elusive friend was already
making a move to thwart my efforts, but
not fast enough! As I pulled in, there he
was. Post-wallow and covered in glorious
mud, he began a lengthy ritual of rubbing
his backside and belly on a nearby stone,
much to all of our amusement.
The same pan produced an incredible
set of images of an entire pride of lions
playing not only with the water, but with
my camera as well. There were even teeth
marks on the protective metal casing
when I went to collect it! These frolicking
felines produced one of my favourite
images ever, looking almost like a bad
attempt at a lion-selfie. Amongst other
favourite images are a curious rhino who
posed perfectly for the camera before
coming in for a closer look, and a daytime
photo of a stunning leopard as she walked
right past my lens, licking her lips after a
refreshing drink. Lastly, although not the
most incredible of photos, capturing some
of the night’s sneakiest customers has
been a massive highlight. From prickly
porcupines to the slippery civet. Each time
I place my camera trap in a new location,
I can hardly wait until the day I can collect
it and discover what secrets it holds
inside.
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Powerful Predators
& THE SQUABBLING SCAVENGERS

I

Words Gemma Thomas | Photos Mauritz Senekal

t was a crisp winter’s morning when Africa on Foot’s
newest guide, Luke Botha, called in fresh leopard
tracks. After much searching, they eventually led him
to a large, young, unknown male, dragging his recent
impala kill into a shady spot. Unfortuntely for the leopard,
it wasn’t long before the hyenas caught wind of the kill
and came skulking in. After a few circles to suss out the
scene, a squabble broke out with the leopard for the kill.
While head guide, Mauritz, was making his way to the
sighting, he bumped into three male lions who had also
heard the nearby commotion and were making tracks in
the direction of the kill site. The leopard had managed to
keep the hyenas at bay. He had even started pulling out
the intestines in order to make his kill lighter to haul up a
nearby tree. But it was too late. The lions had found him
and rushed toward the site of the squabble.
As soon as the leopard sensed the approaching danger,
he bolted off into the bush – abandoning his hard-earned
meal in favour of surviving another day.
The largest of the lions bolted in, pushing past the hyenas
to claim the kill. The hyena scattered as the coalition
members followed shortly behind. They began to feast
on their stolen kill. The hyenas lingered around them,
with Mauritz counting 15 individuals circling the kill at
one point! The carcass was rapidly torn into three pieces
by the lions in their hunger scrap, triggering the hyenas
to target the youngest of the males. Doing what hyenas
do best, they pushed the lion’s boundaries little by little,
eventually managing to overthrow the trio and take
control of the remaining carcass. It didn’t take long at all
for the hyena clan to clean up the scraps of the epic battle
scene.
While hyenas are often seen heckling larger predators
for their meals, it’s rare to have lions and leopards in the
same sighting. Leopards often make themselves scarce
when lion prides pass through an area, and lion dynamics
and territories are continuously changing. The Africa
on Foot guides have noted many scattered sightings of
different prides, individuals and coalitions over the winter
months. It is suspected that these three lions are part
of the original breakaways of the River Pride, but these
speculations have not been confirmed.
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“Doing what hyenas do best, they
pushed the lion’s boundaries little
by little, eventually managing
to overthrow the trio and take
control of the remaining carcass.”
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MISAVA

a masterpiece in the Klaserie
Words Chloë Cooper | Photos © Misava

T

he captivating architecture of Misava Camp
provides the framework for the refreshing,
lightweight-luxury appeal that has been
achieved in the rebuild of this long-loved
family camp. As one of the first camps ever built in the
reserve, it enjoys a location on the elevated banks of
the Klaserie River quite unlike any other; leaving little
wonder why this spot was chosen way back in the
1920s. Today, it pays homage to the old farmhouse
by giving a stretch of the original stone wall pride
and place outside the grand glass doors that now
welcome guests to this earthy retreat.
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The renewed Misava Camp is reminiscent of the good old
days, with the rounded walls of an old bedroom now the
cocoon of a quiet library, and a welcoming lounge now in
the building that was once the heart of the home. Fondly
remembered names and photographs are displayed
throughout the lodge to trigger storytelling and share with
guests the history of this treasured place, but alongside
that, the re-opening of Misava revealed an exciting
element of eco-opulence, achieved through clever design
and bold decisions. With its roots firmly in the earth and
its greatest ambition to celebrate nature, the luxurious
touches have remained understated and elegant, making
it the perfect place to rejuvenate in the wild.
There are five suites: four named after the natural
elements, and one bestowed with the name Kwetsima
meaning ‘spirit’ in the local language. Each of the two
river-facing suites offer something spectacular for
honeymooners or travellers seeking an added sense of
exclusivity and romance with private decks giving way to
views across the river and over the hills. High, thatched
ceilings create a sense of space, while the wooden-framed
windows draw the natural light in, spilling it into the heart
of the room. Three garden-view rooms are scattered
between the aloes, a step back from the edge of the bank.
Every thoughtfully decorated suite has specially chosen
fabrics and textures, while iconic pieces of furniture add
interest and individuality where it matters most.
Misava’s most sublime views can be admired from the
smooth timber pool deck, where an infinity pool creates
the impression of water cascading over the edge and into
the riverbed below. A copper-panelled bar serves all the
poolside refreshment one might like, while comfortable
cushioned sun loungers invite sunny relaxation, safaristyle. A boma brings everyone together around the fire
in the evening, just as the stars start to emerge overhead
and aromas from the five-star kitchen begin to simmer in
the air. A three-course meal to be remembered ties every
one of Misava’s elements together, authentically and
skilfully, preparing guests for a restful night’s sleep on the
pillows you’ve specially requested.
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Klaserie Drift
RAISES FUNDS FOR ECO CHILDREN IN
SAFARI GIVEAWAY
Words Chloë Cooper | Photos © Misava

T

his Mandela Day, Klaserie Drift Safari Camps
offered a once-in-a-lifetime luxury safari
getaway as a prize in a raffle competition for
a good cause. With all proceeds going to Eco
Children and two nights at the magnificent Misava Safari
Camp – valued at R38,500 – up for grabs, this was one
competition not to be missed!
Recently unveiling its redesigned look, Misava is a
breathtaking destination and has earned every one of
its five stars. Occupying the same spot on the Klaserie
River since the 1920s, it is full of both historic charm and
refreshing reinvention. The prize offered two free nights
for two people in one of their incredible suites, with an
all-inclusive safari experience included.
Each ticket was sold for R1,000, generating much needed
funds to support Eco Children schools, kids and teachers
in our community. The money raised went towards the
Kit-a-Kid project to provide children with new school
uniforms, educational books, warm blankets, and Santa
Shoeboxes, so every single ticket directly impacted the
homes and hearts of children and families.
Thank you to every ticket buyer for the donation to Eco
Children, and congratulations to Fred Ruest who was the
lucky winner of the safari giveaway. Enjoy your time at
Misava in the very special Klaserie!

From in-room spa treatments, to artisanal gin tastings
at sunset, the luxuries of a modern safari have brought
Misava to the foreground in terms of guest comfort.
Yet, with a long history of family value and an undying
appreciation for the exquisite surroundings, Misava
achieves the perfect balance between design chic and
African authenticity. A masterpiece in the Klaserie.
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Building strong leaders
at MAD Leadership Summit
Words and photos © Make A Difference Leadership Foundation

Nine of the Make A Difference Hoedsruit bursary scholars travelled to Cape Town during the winter
holidays to attend the Make A Difference Leadership Foundation’s Annual Leadership Summit. As
always, it was a memorable week of learning and growing.
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On day 1, the focus was on ubuntu: “I am because
we are”. Alex Granger, international speaker and
chief purpose officer of Twice Blue, spoke about the
importance of empathic leadership in a diverse society.
His rare ability to shift mindset, present new insights,
and diffuse complexity showed attendees how leading
society can make a difference, inspiring scholars to think
exponentially, remain authentic and embrace change.
Day 2’s theme was “Siyabona: I see you.” Sophie and
Louise Kanza from the Democratic Republic of the Congo
and co-founders of Sophie A Kanza Foundation shared
the experiences that inspired their current work on
influencing malicious institutionalised Afrophobic policies.
The afternoon session focused on personal development
and started with a workshop on the basics of developing

a business plan before scholars could choose from
electives.
On day 3, the theme “Silapha: We are here” took centre
stage. Aletta Rochat, certified world class speaking coach
presented her “Share your story” workshop – designed
to empower scholars to share their story. The workshop
helped scholars understand how storytelling can be
a tool that impacts someone else’s life by creating
connections and encouraging authenticity. Alan Kerins,
who found The Alan Kerins Projects in 2005, shared his
story with scholars later in the afternoon. In sharing how
his life story contributed towards his commitment to
philanthropy, he challenged scholars to think about their
impact on society. Scholars had to rethink their ideas of
success and what they wanted their legacy to be.

O

ne of the objectives of the MAD Leadership
Foundation’s comprehensive scholarship
programme is to: “Inspire the next generation
to practice values-based leadership through
leadership development and community engagement.”
The programme equips scholars to not only effect positive
change in society through values-based leadership, but
also develop skills and competencies to ensure their
success in a world where change is constant and learning
never stops.

critical thinking and learn from each other as well as from
guest speakers and workshop facilitators.

•

Leadership of self

An integral part of the leadership programme is the
Annual Leadership Summit, where all the scholars (high
school learners and tertiary students) get together for one
week to engage in courageous conversations, practice

•

Leadership of others

•

Leadership in society
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The theme for the 2019 summit was: “We Can Create
Change”, with the intent to demonstrate to scholars
how they have the opportunity to direct positive change
toward a future we all desire. The summit focused on the
three elements of the social change model of leadership
development, namely:

Day 4’s theme: “Phakama: Rise up” focused on rising
from adversity and taking opportunities. Ariella Kuper,
considered to be South Africa’s leading female auctioneer
and one of MAD’s generous supporters, shared her
incredible story of overcoming adversity in business
and her personal life. She focused on not only sharing
her story of overcoming adversity but also provided
the scholars with practical tools to turn adversity into
opportunity.
The final day of the summit looked at “Themba: Hope”.
One of the highlights of the summit every year is having
the foundation’s founding chairman, Francois Pienaar
share his leadership insights with scholars. This year,
he spoke about how your attitude can shape the way in
which your personal development, and ultimately your
life, turns out.
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Kgwaditiba gets an
Eco Village

Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens

I

n what can only be described as a real team effort, four volunteer groups joined forces
this winter to help Eco Children build its seventh Eco Village at a local school.

For the months of June and July, several volunteers were working like little worker ants
at Kgwaditiba Primary School, building an Eco Garden and revamping an Eco Classroom
where grade 6 and 7 learners at the school will grow fresh produce and receive
environmental and conservation lessons.
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Volunteers from the Classic Wallabies
Indigenous Exchange arrived in Hoedspruit
on 12 June and started working on the project
shortly after their arrival, with more volunteer
groups from EduAfrica, BBYO Passport
and Westcoast Connection, reinforcing the
workforce during the month.
It was hard work in the Lowveld sun, but the
volunteers and community members made
every second count and toiled away to finish
the project on time. It wasn’t all work and
no play though and time was made for an
obligatory game of soccer or dancing each day
to make sure everyone was still having fun.
Kgwaditiba Primary School is the latest
school to partner with Eco Children and will
benefit from the Eco Village as it will supply
fresh vegetables to supplement the school’s
lunch programme that currently consists
mostly of dry foods. Grade 6 and 7 learners
will also receive environmental conservation
lessons from Eco Children staff every week
to help promote this important part of their
education.
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As part of Eco Children’s whole school development
approach, Kgwaditiba will also soon benefit from
infrastructure upgrades where needed and teachers
will have access to workshops in order to improve
the level of education learners receive at the school.
Further to this, talented learners will have the
opportunity to be identified as possible bursary
candidates.
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children was beaming
with pride as the organisation handed over their
seventh Eco Village to a local school. “We have worked
with the Classic Wallabies Indigenous Exchange for
six years now and it is a pleasure to be able to create
an Eco Village with a new group of volunteers each
year. This year, we had various volunteer groups join
us during the build and it was refreshing to have new
faces for different phases of the project, with each new
group bringing fresh energy, motivation and positivity.
It was an honour to work with such committed and
creative volunteers,” she said.
A special word of thanks needs to go to the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve, the main sponsor of this Eco
Village, as well as the project’s other supporters, Make
a Difference Leadership Foundation and the Australian
Volunteers Program.
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Promoting conservation
through education

T

he winter holidays saw Eco Children present
another holiday workshop at the Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve (KPNR) headquarters as the
reserve continues to promote and improve
environmental education in the area. The theme of this
quarter’s workshop was trees and how they impact our
world.
Everyone enjoyed the sunny winter days and loved
learning about a tree’s life cycle and how these towering
giants provide so much more than shade – from oxygen
to building materials to medicine and a sense of peace.
Attendees also learnt about a tree’s life cycle, from
seeding to germination, growing roots, stems, leaves and
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flowers, and ultimately pollination. An important part of
the workshop was learning about the protection of trees
and how we can help preserve them for generations to
come.
More than 500 children attended the workshop from 17
to 20 June and these weeks are still a highlight for kids
in the reserve each school holiday. Children between
the ages of 5 and 16 whose parents live and work on
the reserve attend these workshops in order to learn
more about the beautiful environment they’re growing
up in and have fun with other children in the KPNR. Eco
Children have been presenting, and KPNR hosting these
workshops since 2004 and approximately 10,000 children
have attended in the past 15 years.
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Beyond the Fence
A SHORT FILM ABOUT YOUNG PEOPLE IN CONSERVATION
Words Tessa Barlin
Rifumo Mathebula

Jerry

© Tessa Barlin

© Harry Constantine

© Harry Constantine

G
Queen Manyike
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© Harry Constantine

Wisani Ngwenya

rowing up in rural South Africa means growing
up in a setting so rich in wildlife that foreigners
can only dream of, yet never being given the
chance to fully experience the beauty of it for
yourself. But Queen Manyike (long-time Eco Children team
member), Rifumo Mathebula, and Wisani Ngwenya have
set out to change this. These three young adults from
rural areas surrounding the Kruger National Park (KNP)
fell in love with wildlife through a course in photography
and are now using their photography skills to tell their
stories and instil a love for wildlife in the hearts of those
who have never had a chance to experience it before.

Unfortunately, poverty prevents many of the communities
that surround the KNP from having access to the park
and its wildlife. This leads to the disjointed reality that
one can live right on the edge of the Park, yet never
have the opportunity to see wildlife in person and leaves
the question of how people are supposed to care for
nature when they don’t have access to it. It also raises
the question of how someone can not have access to this
facility when they live right on the park’s doorstep.
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Armed with a camera, the trio aims to rise above their
difficult pasts and “reframe” the narrative of wildlife
conservation in South Africa, which has long since had
a reputation for being white-dominated. The film sees
Queen become one of the only black female field guides
in South Africa, while Rifumo and Wisani start a business
together.

COMMUNITY

© Harry Constantine

All three are graduates of Wild Shots Outreach, a
programme started by Mike Kendrick, which aims to
engage high school students in wildlife by teaching them
the basics of photography and then taking them into the
game reserve to practice their new skills. The purpose
of the course is to expose the students to wildlife and
inspire a passion for it, thus instilling the motivation to
protect their natural heritage from the many threats
that it faces in this day and age. The film focuses on
what the protagonists are doing now and how they are
becoming leaders in conservation and setting an example
for people in their community, especially the younger
generation.
Queen’s role in the film is slightly different to Rifumo
and Wisani’s. Whereas the two boys had never seen
wildlife before they partook in the course, Queen grew
up visiting her father, Eric Manyike, who works at Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve Headquarters, and attended Eco
Children’s holiday workshops for many years. She also
volunteered at the workshops and became part of the
Eco Children team before moving on to become a guide
so she already possessed a deep knowledge and love
for the bush. She is therefore in a position of leadership
and a strong focus is placed on her narrative. In many
ways, Queen is a mentor to other children from her
community. She brings an element of emotion and gentle
strength to the film and moves the audience in ways they
wouldn’t expect. Her honesty and courage shine through
in the narrative, as she talks about the challenges she
faced when doing her FGASA course and her inspiring,
determined outlook on life.
Beyond the Fence is the story of what happens when you
give someone a chance. It aims to shift perspectives and
anyone who watches it is probed to revisit their own ideas
of what conservation means today.

“Armed with a camera, the
trio aims to rise above their
difficult pasts and 'reframe'
the narrative of wildlife
conservation in South Africa.”
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Q: HEY ELLY! SO, YOU’RE AN
AUSSIE IN AFRICA! TELL US
WHERE YOU GREW UP AND
WHAT YOU DID BEFORE YOU
CAME OVER?
A: I’m from Sydney, Australia but
spent much of my childhood
growing up in the UK. I’m a
zoologist by trade and spent four
years studying animal behaviour
before becoming a field guide.
This brought me to Africa on
several occasions to do scientific
research, which is where my love
for the continent began!
Q: WHY DID YOU END UP
MAKING THE MOVE? HAVE YOU
ALWAYS DREAMED OF WORKING
IN THE BUSH, OR WAS IT A
SPONTANEOUS DECISION?

GIRL IN THE GUIDING SEAT
MEET ELLY GEARING, LEADING LADY FIELD GUIDE

W

Words Chloë Cooper

elcome to the Chronicle’s exciting new
segment in which we shine a light on the
guiding guys and gals of Klaserie! As we
endeavour to showcase all elements of the
reserve, we are celebrating the people whose histories
are entrenched in the soil, and we’re getting to know the
men and women who are taking it forward today. With a
portfolio of beautiful safari camps, we are able to share
rolling tracts of this wild landscape with citizens of the
world, extending an appreciation and love for nature far
beyond the boundaries of the reserve.

expectations! Being the link between someone and their
safari dreams makes you a memorable person, and it can
really change the way someone experiences this wild and
unfamiliar place.

The men and women behind the wheel of wildlife viewing
vehicles are often the first and last faces guests see when
they visit the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR),
and many of them keep in touch long after their safari
experience is over. The role of a field guide is to introduce
people to real-life Africa and deliver on some high

Without further ado, learn more about this dynamic and
driven woman of the wilderness. We’re sure you’ll love her
as much as we do.
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Wish-granters, role models, legends dressed in khaki; the
safari guides of the KPNR are characters we can’t wait to
meet! For this issue, we conducted our first ever interview
during Women’s Month in August and found it perfectly
fitting that we feature one of the Klaserie’s fierce female
field guides, Elly Gearing.

PS. Elly is also a regular contributor of the Chronicle, so
look out for her articles in this and other issues.

A: It was undoubtedly a big
decision to leave my Sydney
lifestyle in favour of a precarious
life in the African bush! I’ve always
been passionate about pursuing a
career where I wake up every day,
excited to go to work and, despite
everything that Australia has to
offer, I felt there simply wasn’t a
job there I would be truly happy
doing. Field guiding in Africa
became a dream career for me
after I qualified in 2016 and it took
me a couple of years of hard work
to finally make the dream a reality!

GUIDING

Q: WHAT IS THE MOST
INTERESTING PART OF
WORKING IN THE WILD FOR
YOU, PERSONALLY?
A: For me, it is the
unpredictability and humbling
nature of the bush. You never
know what is going to happen
once you leave your front gate!
I have had incredibly exciting
sightings that have come from
what started out as very quiet
game drives. Also, out here
you never stop learning. Just
when you think you’ve got the
hang of something; the bush
will challenge you again! This
is particularly the case with
tracking, which is something I
really enjoy and am continually
pushing myself to be better at.
Q: HOW LONG HAVE YOU
WORKED IN THE KPNR?
A: One year (and hopefully for
many more!)
Q: WHAT MAKES THE GREATER
KRUGER SPECIAL FROM A
GUIDE’S POINT OF VIEW?
A: I believe that we are
fortunate, as guides, for the

privilege of working in the
Greater Kruger. It is part of
one of the largest, protected
ecosystems on the planet and
also harbours some of the most
unique wildlife the world has to
offer. The Greater Kruger shares
all of Kruger National Park’s best
qualities while simultaneously
offering a tranquillity and
remoteness that is difficult
to match. This is pristine
wilderness as its best.
Q: SAFARI GUIDING IS STILL
A MALE-DOMINATED FIELD.
WERE THERE MANY OTHER
WOMEN ON YOUR COURSE,
AND DO YOU KNOW IF ANY
OF THEM ARE CURRENTLY
WORKING AS GUIDES?
A: On both guiding courses I
have completed, there was a
pretty even split between men
and women. However, all of
our trainers, and all but one of
the back-up guides, were men.
Of the women who completed
these courses alongside me, I
only know of one who has gone
on to pursue full-time guiding.

Q: DID YOU ALWAYS WANT TO
BE A FIELD GUIDE OR DID YOU
HAVE OTHER ASPIRATIONS FOR
WORKING WITH ANIMALS?
A: Safari guiding is not something
that university careers’ counsellors
typically suggests to you in
Australia when you’re trying to
work out what to do with your
zoology degree, so it took me
a long time to realise it was
an option for me. I wanted to
be a wildlife veterinarian for a
long time, then I thought I was
destined for a lifetime in animal
research, before finally realising
that foreigners could also be safari
guides!
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Q: WHAT DO YOU THINK
WOMEN BRING TO THE
WORLD OF GUIDING?
A: I think women bring an
empathy and sensitivity to both
guests and nature that is most
important in field guiding. This
is not to say I believe men lack
these qualities, but rather they
have been more prevalent to me
among female guides.
Q: DO YOU THINK THAT YOU
HAVE TO HAVE A PARTICULARLY
TOUGH EXTERIOR, OR BE READY
TO ROUGH IT ALL THE TIME,
OR IS THERE ROOM TO STILL
ENGAGE YOUR FEMININITY AND
BE RESPECTED AS A QUALIFIED,
EXPERIENCED GUIDE?
A: I would be lying if I said I didn’t
feel some pressure to appear or
act in a certain way as a female
in a male-dominated industry.
I feel as though femininity and
sensitivity used to be negative
qualities in a guide, but this
appears to be changing thanks
to the ever-increasing population
of fantastic female guides in
Africa. However, there is a level of
“ruggedness” one needs to work
in the African bush – it simply isn’t
the place for those concerned
about broken nails, scraped legs
and split ends! Luckily for me,
those are not things that typically
bother me, and I feel as though
the bush is a place where I can
really be myself.
Q: HOW DO YOUR GUESTS FROM
OVERSEAS RESPOND WHEN THEY
MEET YOU? ARE THEY SURPRISED
TO MEET A FEMALE GUIDE? AND
ARE THEY MOSTLY SCEPTICAL
OR MOSTLY EXCITED TO HAVE A
WOMAN IN THE GUIDING SEAT?
A: I have been met with both
surprise and excitement by my
international guests. The few
guests who have been surprised
to have a female guide were
those who are well-experienced
with safari in Africa and have only
been guided by men in the past.
082 Spring 2019
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I have received overwhelming
support from female guests,
particularly mothers bringing
their daughters on safari, who
have commended me for being
a role model for young women
entering male-dominated
fields. I was inspired by similar,
forthright women when I was
young, so I feel honoured to now
be able to inspire other young
women in the same way.
Q: TELL US ABOUT YOUR
STAND-OUT, ALL-TIME-FAV,
BEST-EVER EXPERIENCE WITH
WILDLIFE, OR A SIGHTING
YOU’LL NEVER FORGET?
A: My most memorable sighting
is also my favourite example
of “anything can happen”. We
were having an unusually quiet
afternoon (we hadn’t even seen
an impala!) when the call came
in that wild dogs were sighted
fighting with hyena. We were far
away, and I knew that the action
would be over by the time we
got there, but I optimistically
went anyway. Sure enough,
we arrived and the dogs had
disappeared, leaving behind only
a handful of hyena. Determined
to not let my guests down, I
caught up with the pack of wild
dogs and spent the following
hour with them. During this
time, the hyena returned, which
escalated into a thrilling battle,
and we watched impala fly past
the game vehicle as the pack
went hunting again! We followed
the dogs down to a nearby
waterhole where they cornered
a hyena under a fallen tree. As
if we hadn’t witnessed enough
action-packed interaction, we
heard a rustling in the trees
and suddenly a herd of agitated
elephants appeared! The herd
began trumpeting and chasing
the predators in all directions
as we sat in awe of what was
happening right before our eyes.
I will never forget it!
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Q: WHAT IS THE BEST
WILDERNESS AREA/NATIONAL
PARK/RESERVE YOU’VE EVER
BEEN TO IN AFRICA, AND
WHERE IS YOUR ULTIMATE
DREAM SAFARI DESTINATION?
A: I thoroughly enjoyed my time
on safari in the northern Serengeti
in Tanzania last year. The rolling
hills and open savanna plains
were so different to the Lowveld
I’m used to, and we could see
elephants and giraffe from miles
away! Not to mention, the first
dribbles of the great migration
herds were coming in from Kenya,
wowing me with unparalleled
sightings of hundreds of
wildebeest and zebra together. At
the top of my bucket list currently
is a trip to Bwindi Impenetrable
National Park in Uganda to spend
time with the mountain gorillas.
Q: DO YOU SEE YOURSELF
STICKING AROUND IN AFRICA,
DEVELOPING YOUR CAREER AS
A GUIDE, OR SOMETHING ELSE
SAFARI-RELATED?
A: I get asked this question a
lot. I left everything behind in
Australia to pursue a career I
was passionate about and a job
I am truly happy doing, so I will
stick around as long as I receive
the same enjoyment I currently
do from being a guide. Right
now, I get so much pleasure
from sharing my passion with
my guests. Klaserie Sands River
Camp is an unbelievable place to
work and I can’t see myself leaving
anytime soon!
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